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Announcing the ASPxTreeList v2008 vol 2 beta, the Ultimate ASP.NET TreeView and ListView
Hybrid

DevExpress technologies for Visual Studio help you build your best, reduce the amount of code you write,
increase your productivity, and create stunning applications for Windows and the Web in the shortest
possible time.

July 7, 2008 - PRLog -- Developer Express extends its award winning ASP.NET and AJAX enabled
component collection with beta 1 of the new ASP.NET TreeView and ListView hybrid control - the
ASPxTreeList Suite. Built from the ground up in C# and optimized for ASP.NET 2, the ASPxTreeList is a
multi-purpose data visualization system that can display information as a TREE, a LIST, or a combination
of both - in either data bound or unbound mode. This unique synergy between traditional data presentation
formats allows you to create cutting-edge and visually appealing web application interfaces for your
end-users with ease.

The ASPxTreeList fully exploits existing DevExpress appearance and data management technologies for
ASP.NET. Features such as on-demand loading of individual nodes and AJAX callback support ensure that
the solutions you build are both elegant and effective. In our implementation, the control never needs to
transmit the entire tree structure when being updated. ASPxTreeList is smart enough to determine which
portion of the tree is to be renewed and only requests a few records from the server, making user interaction
lightning fast.

New capabilities introduced in this beta include:

- Built-in Data Editing UI 
- Tree Node Validation and Error Indication Support
- Tree Node Drag and Drop Support

To download your free evaluation copy of the ASPxTreeList control along with our entire line-up of award
winning ASP.NET presentation compoennts for Visual Studio, visit our website at:
http://www.devexpress.com/Products/NET/WebForms/ASPxTreeL...

Download – Compare – Decide™
Developer Express has been Improving the Developer Experience™ since 1998 by engineering
feature-complete developer tools for Windows® and the Web.  For more information, contact Kevin White
by email at kevinw@devexpress.com or by phone at (888) Go-DevEx.

All trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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